INSTALLATION GUIDE

ParStor

®

INSTALLATION GUIDE
CAUTION

Read and understand all of the instructions and safety information
in this document before assembling and installing this product.
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PARSTOR FRAME PARTS & HARDWARE
TOOLS NEEDED

PARTS & HARDWARE

MODEL NUMBER

USE

QTY

• 3/8” Socket & Wrench

1. Frame

FR68-VHD

Structural Support

2

• 3/8” Open End Wrench

2. Cross Bar

CB18JB-V

Structural Support

4

• Rubber Mallet

3. Narrow Cross Bar

CB16JB-V

Structural Support
For TU1420RPS

4

4. Slides

SLV, SLT-V

Drawer Extension Slides

2

PSLF

Leveling

4

Part of PSLF

Leveling

2

7. Caster – Swivel

5C-DS

Mobile

2

8. Caster – Swivel/Brake

5CB-DS

Mobile

2

5. Leveling Foot
1

6. Leveling Foot Insert

2

3

4

6
8
7
5

2|
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1A - Install Casters (PART 7 and 8 ). If units are stationary proceed to Step 1B
1. Install the caster into the caster cnsert with a rubber mallet (Fig. 1)
Step 1B - Install Leveling Feet
1. Using the mallet, pound in the leveling foot insert (PART 6 ) (Fig. 2)
2. Thread the leveling foot (PART 5 ) into the insert (Fig. 3)

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Step 2 - Frame Construction
1. Using the provided nuts and bolts, attach the cross bars (PART

2 or
to the top and bottom of one Frame (PART 1 ). Assemble all four (4) cross
bars to the frames (Fig.4)

3

)

2. After you secure the cross bar to the first frame, repeat the same steps
on the additional frame. LogiQuip recommends you only connect a
maximum of four frames as a single unit (three complete modules).
3. After all cross bars are attached to the frames stand the ParStor® unit upright

Fig. 4

Step 3 - Assembly Accessories
1. Attached the bottom shelf liner or “insert” to the cross bars by using the provided glue dots (Fig.5)
2. Attach the top shelf to the top of the frame. There are pegs underneath the top shelf that sit in side slots atop the frame (Fig. 6)

Fig. 5
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Fig. 6
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)
Step 3 - Assembly Accessories (continued)
3. Full-extension slide attache baskets and shelves to our frames. Attach the stand slides (PART 2 ) to the frame in pairs, one
level at a time starting with your lowest desired level. To attache a slide, hold the side at an angle and insert the top tab (Fig. 7).
Rotate the slide and insert the bottom tab (Fig. 8). the slide will then slightly drop down.

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

4. Set the wire shelf or wire baskets on the slides using the hooks on the slides (Fig. 9)
5. To attach plastic tubs to slides use the slide frame. Place the frame on the slide just like the wire baskets and shelves
(Fig. 10). Make sure you have the frame in the right position; the smaller frame brace is facing forwarded.
6. Place the tub inside of the slide frame (Fig. 11)

Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Fig. 13

7. A slanted slide has swiveling bracket tabs (Fig. 12) to allow the front and
back of the slide to be placed at different levels. To attach the slanted
slide one level at a time starting at your lowest desired level. To attach
a slanted slide hold the slide at an angle and insert the top tab (Fig. 13).
Rotate the slanted slide and insert the bottom tab (Fig. 14)

Fig. 14
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)
Step 3 - Assembly Accessories (continued)
8. Slanted Slides come with a white safety stop (Fig. 15). Pull the safety stop down to the locked position to prevent slanted baskets
from unintentionally sliding out.
9. Insert dividers into the baskets or tubs. To do this correctly, place the long dividers (Fig. 16) in the basket first. Make sure the
prongs on the dividers point up. Next, insert the short dividers (Fig. 17). Unlike long dividers, the prongs on the short dividers
face down into the basket.
Wire Basket

Tub
Long Dividers
Fig. 16

Short Dividers

Fig. 15

Fig. 17

The versatility of this product allows you to put together baskets, tubs, shelves, and dividers to create optimal storage
specific to your needs.

LIMITED 5-YEAR WARRANTY
LogiQuip products are covered by a Limited 5-Year Warranty from date of receipt against defect in materials or workmanship under
normal use and service, excluding Electronic Components, Cart Covers, Custom Products, and LogiCell Tambour Doors. During this
period, LogiQuip will, in its sole discretion, repair defects in materials or workmanship that existed when the product was received or
replace the product. Visit LogiQuip.com/Warranty for more details.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
If you have any problems with your ParStor Cart, please contact our Customer Service Department at:
PHONE: (800) 665-3760 EMAIL: CustomerSupport@LogiQuip.net

ABOUT US
Healthcare exclusive since 1992, LogiQuip’s Inventory Management Solutions are designed for Healthcare Professionals looking for a
better way to manage supply chain tasks. With Expert Advice, Innovative Solutions, and 360 Service that doesn’t stop after the sale,
LogiQuip’s sole purpose is to ensure Healthcare Professionals have the supplies they need when they need them. Partnering with you to
design and implement the right solutions, we give you time back to focus on what’s important; Patient Care.
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